ABSTRACT
Introduction
Data mining techniques and tools are developed for finding otherwise hidden knowledge from data, and little seems to have been done on bringing "standard" domain knowledge into such a process, which we envisage would be helpful.
Ontologies as domain knowledge have been used in many fields. We want to explore how an ontology may help find hidden information from data. In this paper, the focus is on how to link an ontology with a relation database in order to reason about informational relationships between data constructs in the database and those between domain objects captured by an ontology. This may represent an innovative approach to knowledge discovery in a database.
Ontology [1] as a term used in computer science was started in the 1990's. Compared with the development of relational databases, it is a new scientific field. Ontology offers an opportunity to give an open and standardized description of database semantics with which we can substantially improve the quality and utilization of data. That is, Ontology + Database = (Standards + Explicit Semantics) + Database, which leads to improved data utilization and data quality [2] .
Futhermore, semantic web [3] is a popular topic. Through semantic web we attempt to provide users with far better machine assistance than it is available now for their queries. Semantically annotated web pages with ontologies may assist reachers to achieve this purpose [4] .
Through our work, we obtain an ontology from the DAML library, which represents some additional common knowledge, and link it with an existing database. In terms of linking an ontology and a database though, in the literature, we find a few different methods in using an ontology to assist a query process.
It appears that one way to achieve this is that an ontology is invoked at the very beginning of a query process [5] as shown in Figure 1 . That is, it is through re-writing a query in order to get more information. A Figure 1 . Invoking an ontology in the query processing user query is translated into a set of queries with the help of the ontology, which better fits the structure of the data source. After query optimization strategies having been applied on them, the resultant transformed queries are equivalent to the submitted ones. Although seemingly a promising approach, it is not concerned explicitly with the information content of data, in which we are particularly interested and wish to explore and make use of.
Another approach that we have investigated is where an ontology is invoked in formulating a query process by Munir et al. [6] . In their approach, firstly, an ontology is generated based upon domain metadata including relationships between data in a relational database. Then such an ontology is enriched with domain knowledge. Secondly, ontology statements are translated into expressions in the OWL-DL language. Thirdly, the expressions are transformed into relational query statements. Finally, map the domain ontology to a relational database (as shown in Figure 2 ). Munir et al. [6] said little about the mapping between the created ad hoc ontology and the "standard" domain ontology if any, which we suspect is done intuitively. This is however one of the topics in which we are particularly interested.
We give an outline of our approach in Section 2. The key notion is informational relationship and its formalisation IIR [7] . We describe in details how IIR may be derived from a relational database and from an ontology in Section 3, which make use of inherent and ad hoc constraints between data constructs in a database and between concepts in an ontology. We present a full account on how our ideas are tested by using some implementation in Oracle in Section 4. Finally we give concluding remarks in Section 5.
Outline of our Approach
Our approach is to invoke an ontology when we work on a database. Namely, when a user submits a query, we do not change the query, but rather we involve the ontology in the reasoning process per se that is required for an swering the query (shown in Figure 3 ). Furthermore and most importantly for us, the reasoning is carried out on the basis of the notion of "information content" of data. This notion is the work of Xu, Feng and Crowe in 2008 [8] , which extends substantially Dretske's [9] definition of "information content" of a signal. In this paper, they introduce another notion called IIR, as a formulation of the notion of "information content" of data.
Xu et al. [8] define IIR as follows: "Let X and Y be an event respectively, there exists an IIR, from X to Y, if every possible particular of Y is in the information content of at least one particular of X". Furthermore, they define that "Let X be a event, the information content of X, denoted I(X), is the set of events with each of which X has an information content inclusion relation". Moreover, they present a sound and complete set of inference rules (IIR rules) for reasoning about information content of data (states of affairs, or events in general). The six inference rules are cited below.
This rule says if it is the disjunction of a number of events, then an event X is in the information content of any of the latter. A trivial case is where X and Y above are not distinct.
2) Product If
This rule says that if an event X is the conjunction of a number of events, then any of the latter is in the information content of the former. A trivial case is where X and Y above are not distinct.
3) Transitivity
This rule says that if the information content of an event X includes another event Y, and the information 
4) Union
This rule says that if the information content of an event X includes another two events Y and Z respectively, then the information content of X includes event Y∩Z that is the product of Y and Z. And it is in this sense that Y and Z are in a "union". 
This rule says that if the information content of event X includes event Y∩Z that is the product of event Y and event Z, then Y and Z, as separate events, are in the information content of X, respectively.
In this paper, we exploit the ideas above. That is, in a way, we translate both the ontology and the database into IIR and then reason about them as a whole. Put another way, as what matters is information and IIR captures and formulates it, so we look at both an ontology and a database from the same perspective of IIR, and this enables the two different things to work together. The overview of our approach is illustrated in Figure 3 .
On the very top of Figure 3 , there is a block called "information collection from the real world". From this information, knowledge about a domain of interest including explicit business rules is arrived at. Domain knowledge is then formulated as an ontology by using software tools and languages.
Two different routes are there to deal with user queries. If it is in a conventional query language then a query is handled in a normal way. The dotted line indicates this route. If that does not work, we would invoke the other route, i.e., to invoke ontology and reasoning about IIR. The second solution is the primary goal of this project, which is indicated by the solid line arrow in Figure 3 of "Customer query"→"IIR closures"→"Query results".
The only difference between these two solutions lies in the middle part of the procedure, on which we concentrate. Within the "Integration of IIR" section, there are three different resources required to derive the "IIR", indicated by three arrows from "ontology", "business rule" and "database", which are the origins of initial IIR. Then there is a reasoning mechanism implemented in PL/SQL of Oracle. The result of the reasoning is IIR closures. Given an event A, the IIR closure of A, denoted as A + , is the set of all events that are in the information content of A, that is, if IIR(A, B), then B A + . IIR closures are the basis of answering queries in our approach. Our work thus far shows that it is the additional relationships between data constructs especially "entities" that are revealed and made available through using an ontology that give us more and enlarged IIR closures than those that would otherwise be based on the database alone. This is how our approach makes a difference.
One of the main tasks is to derive IIR from the ontology, the database and business rule, and then integrate them as a whole. For instance, suppose that we have IIR(A, B) (meaning the information content of A includes B) and IIR(C, D) from a relational database, and IIR(E, F) and IIR(G, H) from an ontology. If we also know that A and E are equivalent, then with Transitivity, we get IIR(E, B) and IIR(A, F). Consequently A + and E + are enlarged. We use Oracle [10] to implement this approach. An ontology in OWL [11] can be translated into relational tables [12] . Such tables do not hold data values however, if the ontology is an unpopulated one. In such a case, the involvement of an ontology results in additional objects and additional relationships between objects that are represented by data in the original relational database. This way, a query that does not have exact match with data in the database may be answered. An ontology may add an additional hierarchical structure to data in the database. Furthermore, as said earlier, we use ontologies in a special type of reasoning, i.e., reasoning about the information content of data through a kind of special relationship between data items and between data items and real world objects, namely informational relationships, which is captured and formulated as IIR between events (in terms of probability theory). Thus, how to identify IIR from an ontology becomes a key factor in our approach.
Deriving IIR
An IIR is a relationship between two states of affairs (i.e., events) such that one's existence results in the certainty that the other exists, and without the former, the latter is not certain. Following Dretske 81 [9] , we say that the latter is in the "information content" of the former.
It would appear that to express IIR(X, Y) must be based on and revolved around two elements. One is two individual values (two individual parts or two sets of groups) captured as X and Y, and the other is relationships between X and Y.
We use part of a "university" database and part of ontology "Academic" to present how IIR can be derived from a database and an ontology. Then the IIR are reasoned about by applying aforementioned Inference Rules. The reasoning is implemented by a program.
Deriving IIR from an Ontology
According to characteristics of ontologies, these are two different sources that may help the derivation of IIR. One is concerned with relationships between "Classes" in an ontology. The other is "ObjectProperty".
IIR Derived from Classes
Generally, there are two different types of relationships between classes from which IIR exist. One is "subClassOf", and the other "equivalentClass". The syntax for these two in an OWL ontology is as follows:
 A relationship between "Class" and "subClassOf", <owl:Class rdf:ID="Lecturer"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="# Faculty"> </owl:Class>  A relationship between "Class" and "equivalentClass", <owl:Class rdf:ID="Teachers"> <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#Faculty"/> </owl:Class> The IIR could be derived from these two relationships thusly:
 IIR(Class, subClassOf),  IIR(Class, equivalentClass) and IIR (equivalentClass, Class).
As shown above, we have a relationship "Lecturer is a subclass of Faculty, and Teachers is an equivalent class to Faculty". Hence we have IIR(Lecturer, Faculty), IIR(Teacher, Faculty), IIR(Faculty, Teacher), and IIR(Lecturer, Teacher).
IIR Derived from ObjectProperty
There are four different types of ObjectProperty relationships, which capture relationships between classes in an OWL ontology. These are: "ObjectProperty", "subPropertyOf", "equivalentProperty" and "inverseOf".
As aforementioned, to create IIR needs two classes (X and Y) from the ontology. As ObjectProperty represents a relation for connecting two classes of "domain" and "range" in an OWL ontology, an ObjectProperty already contains a set of classes, which can be expressed as "ObjectProperty=('domain', 'range')". Accordingly, we obtain IIR(domain, range). That is, the IIR that can be derived from these four types of ObjectProperty is all of the form:
 IIR(domain, range) Note that IIR must be of a many-to-one relationship (including one-to-one). How to handle many-to-many is to be addressed shortly.
The relevant syntax of OWL is as follows:  A relationship between "ObjectProperty", <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="research_by "> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Professors"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="Projects"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> Then we have "IIR(domain, rang)", for example, IIR(Professors, Projects).
 A relationship between "ObjectProperty" and "subPropertyOf", <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="research_in"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Postgraduates"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="Projects"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="study_in"> <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="research_in"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Postgraduates"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="Projects"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> Then we have "IIR(domain, range)", for example, IIR(Postgraduates, Projects).
 A relationship between "ObjectProperty" and "equivalentProperty", <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="attend_course"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Student"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="Course"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="join_course "> <owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="attend_course"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Students"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="Course"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> Then we have "IIR(domain, range)"', for example, IIR(Students, Course).
 A relationship between "ObjectProperty" and "inverseOf", <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="teache_of"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Faculty"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="Course"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="instruct_by"> <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="teaches_of"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Course"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="Faculty"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> Then we have "IIR(domain, rang)", for example, IIR(Course, Faculty).
Moreover, there are relationships between classes and "Not Null" FunctionalProperty, the syntax of which is as follows:
 A relationship between "Class" and "FunctionalProperty", <owl:Class rdf:ID="Course"> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="courseNo"> <rdfs:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> <!--NOT NULL --> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="Course"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;short"/> </owl:DatatypeProperty> Then we have "IIR(Class, DatatypeProperty)", for example, IIR(Course, courseNo).
Furthermore, to handle a many-to-many relationship, we transform it into two many-to-one relationships. Consider firstly this scenario: "one course is taken by more than one students and one student takes more than one course". This is a many-to-many relationship. We decompose such a relationship into two many-to-one by creating a new class and then they are treated in the same way as the second method for the ObjectProperty transformation. We create an intermediate table and use the ObjectProperty name as the new class name (as well as the table name which will be the transformation of this class). In details, the relationship "StudentTakeCourse" between the class "student" and the class "course" is many-to-many. We create a new class CourseLearning, which contains two ObjectProperty relationships as shown below:
Class ( (Figure 4) .
The paragraphs that follow illustrate details at the "instances" (data values) level of the above example.
The original class CourseLearning is divided into two parts takenBy and takesCourse (as ObjectProperty), either of which only shows a one-way relationship. These combined however form the relationship between students and courses. 
Deriving IIR from a Database
In a database, initial IIR (i.e., IIR that is not implied by others) come from three sources: relationships between tables, relationships between attributes and relationships between individual data values. Two different ways can be used to derive such IIR.  A relationship between a "subclass" and a "super class" Figure 5 shows part of a "university" database schema. An IIR exists between two tables if one is a super class of the other, for example, IIR(postgraduate, student).
Note that, IIR is a relationship between events as we said earlier. For tables, we define events as follows: if we randomly chose a tuple from a database, that the tuple happens to be in a particular table is an event. Thus the above IIR(postgraduate, student) means that the existence of a tuple in table Postgraduate makes certain that a tuple that corresponds to the former exists in table Student.
 A many-to-one relationship between two tables Similar to deriving IIR from an "ObjectProperty" with an ontology, we obtain IIR (table 1, table 2 ) if they have a many-to-one relationship for example, IIR(undergraduate, course).
 Constraints of the relational data model and business rules on data A third source of IIR is constraints of a relational database and business rules on data, for example, IIR(table 1, PK) and 'IIR(PK, attribute1). For Figure 5 , we have IIR(courses, courseID) and IIR(courseID, courseName). The former means that the existence of a tuple of table Courses makes certain that a corresponding course ID (a value) exists. The latter means that the existence of a course ID makes certain that a corresponding course name exists.
Another type of IIR is IIR(FK1, PK1), for example: A database is normally populated with data values. Inaddition to the above IIR on the "table" level and "attribute" level, there could be IIR identifiable at the "data value" level.
The information that each individual "data value" holds in a relational database comes from the semantics of the attributes to which the data value belongs. This is due to the capacity of a concept's "giving meaning to its instances" [9] . An attribute may be seen as representing a concept. For example, "student name" is seen as a concept. Relationships between entities in a database can be seen as "complex concepts" [9] and therefore also give meaning to data values that are instances of the relationships. That is, data in the relational database already hold relationships upon which there are constraints imposed.
We now use a simple example to summarise how IIR may be derived on the three levels. Suppose three tables shown in Figure 6 in the "University" database. Table level According to Figure 6 , table administration staff is a subclass of table staff, which gives the following IIR between these two tables:
IIR(administration_staff, staff) As previously mentioned, the meaning of IIR indicates that first arguments existence results in the certainty that the other exists, and without the former, the latter is not certain. Therefore, the meaning of the two part relationship in this particular IIR, may be explained as: "if there is a member of administration staff then a corresponding member of staff must exist, otherwise the latter is not certain". In this particular case, the IIR is true because any member of administration staff is a member of staff.
Attribute level If an attribute "A" is in a table which includes attributes "A", "B" and "C". Then, any combination of "A", "B" and "C" that includes "A" would have "A" in its information content. For example, IIR(A∩B, A), which means that if an instance, say (a, b), of "A∩B" exists, then there must be an corresponding instance of "A" existing -in this case, it is a. In general, this type of IIR is IIR("a set of attributes", "a subset of the attributes").
Using the values in Figure 6 , an example is shown below. The attributes in table administration staff include sno, position, and deptNo. So the IIR are:
IIR(sno∩position∩deptNo, sno) IIR(sno∩position∩deptNo, sno∩position) IIR(sno∩position∩deptNo, sno∩ deptNo) IIR(sno∩position∩deptNo, position) IIR(sno∩position∩deptNo, position∩deptNo) IIR(sno∩position∩deptNo, deptNo) These IIR are derived on the attributes level, which may be seen as based on the aforementioned "Product" Rule, i.e., if an event X is the conjunction of a number of events, then any of the latter is in the information content of the former.
Data value level Unlike the unpopulated ontology in use for this project, data values are a very important part in relational databases and it also the largest constituent of a relational database. Before explaining how to derive IIR on the data value level, let us re-cap the meaning of the terms we have been using, i.e., "random variable" "event" and "particular of an event".
A random variable is an entity used mainly to describe chance and probability in a mathematical way. An event is a set of outcomes (a subset of the sample space) to which a probability is assigned. Typically, when the sample space is finite, any subset of the sample space is an event (i.e., all elements of the power set of the sample space are defined as events) (A WorldViewer.com, 2009). Moreover, a specific event at a particular time and in a particular space is called a particular of an event. For example, consider the following situation. For an electric circuit, two random variables can be identified: one is 
"the condition of the lamp", and the other "the condition of the switch". There are two states about the lamp: "lit" and "unlit", and two for the switch: "closed" and "open". There are 2 2 events for either. Moreover, "unlit" at 10:30 am and "lit" at 10:30 pm, are two particulars. Table 2 shows some random variables and associated for the university database given in Figure 6 . In a rela--tional database, an attribute, e.g., sno, can be seen as a random variable, and then each possible data value in this column is an event. That is, randomly picking up a tuple in this column, then its value could be any one of all those that are allowed. An attribute is therefore a variable. The variable holding a particular value is an event.
Deriving IIR from Business Rules
Business rules are domain dependent, established by an individual organisation and they are ad hoc logical limitations on data. Business rules may be embedded in an ontology and also could be in a database. In order to derive IIR from these business rules, we treat an ObjectProperty in an OWL ontology as if it were a constraint in a database. Both could be represented as additional relationships. For example, in a university, there might be a rule: "Any newly recruited lecturer must hold a PhD". Then we have an IIR(newly recruited lecturer, PhD), which means that if someone is a newly recruited lecturer, then she/he must hold a PhD corresponding to him/her.
Testing our Idea
In this section, we show a case study that verifies our idea. We created an ontology entitled "Academic" and a relational database "University". The program runs in Oracle using PL/SQL. This case study elucidates the different results when reasoning is based on the database in question only, and on both the database and the ontology integrated through IIR.
There are 11 tables in the "University" database shown in Figure 7 .
And as we mentioned in previous sections, in the OWL ontology, a "Class" is transformed into a "table". "subClassOf" is treated as a "Class". A "DatatypeProperty" is changed to an "attribute". An "ObjectProperty" is a relationship between classes, which are transformed into constraints upon these tables. So, we arrive at 10 tables shown in Figure 8 from the "Academic" ontology.
Thus the schema of the "University" is substantially extended as shown in Figure 9 , from which more IIR are derived. Figure 10 shows the 10 tables in SQL Plus of Oracle.
Original IIR and Derived IIR
A few business rules are defined for this case study. They specify correspondences between the "Academic" OWL ontology and the "University" relational database. For example, there is a table in the "University" database called "staff". There is a class in the "Academic" OWL ontology named "Person", and "staff" is a subclass of "Person". Other 18 business rules are concerned with equivalent classes between ontology and the database at class level. There is one on the ObjectProperty. The original IIR derived from the ontology and the 'database and business rules are shown in Table 3 .
Applying the IIR inference rules listed earlier to the IIR identified, more IIR are derived.
Implementation and Results
As we previously mentioned, firstly, we created tables for the relational database (named 0db.sql), the ontology (named 0onto.sql) and IIR (named 0IIR.sql), used for storing both original IIR from the ontology and the database and 0IIR_DB.sql is used for storing the original IIR from the relational database alone.
Secondly data values are inserted into the database tables and all the original IIR are entered into the IIR tables. Then all single attributes and class names and attribute names from the ontology and the database are obtained and inserted into the attributes table with duplicate components removed.
Thirdly, three intermediate tables are created. The tables named fo1 and fo2 store the former and the latter part of original IIR respectively, and the table t1 stores intermediate results.
Fourthly, a procedure is invoked. For instance, when a user asks a question, relevant IIR closures will be looked at. They embody relevant information for the query. There is a string match function in this procedure.
In order to find out the difference that the ontology makes, we compare the two results. One was obtained by using both the "Academic" OWL ontology and the "University" database, and the other obtained using the database alone. They are shown in Table 4 .
As Table 4 shows, the first column "Attributes" indicate all attributes that are extracted from "Academic" OWL ontology and the "University" database. The column "Closures from both ONTO and DB" shows the IIR closures that we derive by running our prototype when the "Academic" OWL ontology is involved, The column "Closures from DB only" consists of the IIR closures that we derive by running our prototype when only the "University" database is involved.
We use the same five questions in the testing. As Table 4 shows, the attributes that are included in the results are ticked. When the database alone is used, a query for "sno" gives 12 results and a query for "matricNo" gives 7 results. When both the ontology and the database are used, the same query for "sno" gets 14 results and the same query for "matricNo' gives 9 results. That is, two more attributes are found to be included in the respective IIR closures when the ontology is involved, which means that more information is made available due to the ontology.
Conclusions
We have described how an ontology may be linked with database in order to derive hidden information. A prototype in Oracle was developed to verify our ideas. We use the notion of IIR (Information content Inclusion relation) and inference rules for IIR.
We have found that if we do not invoke a relevant ontology, a query may be unanswerable. After invoking an ontology, more relationships between objects become available, and therefore more elements can connect to one another, and as a result, a query may become answerable, and as a result, more information can be derived from data in a database. To achieve this, a key is to beable to identify IIR from both a database and an ontology. We have presented a way of doing so.
More work need to be done in the future, for instance, to display correspondences between a query and the answers in a more accurate and specific way, i.e., not just listing the answers. One issue that is not aesthetic is how to achieve semantic alignment between an ontology and a database, on which we are currently working. 
